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This paper presents a new stochastic three-way un-
folding method designed to analyze asymmetric three-
way, two-mode binary data. As in the metric three-
way unfolding models presented by DeSarbo (1978)
and by DeSarbo and Carroll (1980, 1981, 1985), this
procedure estimates a joint space of row and column
objects, as well as weights reflecting the third way of
the array, such as individual differences. Unlike the
traditional metric three-way unfolding model, this new
methodology is based on stochastic assumptions using
an underlying threshold model, generalizing the work

of DeSarbo and Hoffman (1986) to three-way and
asymmetric binary data. The literature concerning the
spatial treatment of such binary data is reviewed. The
nonlinear probit-like model is described, as well as the
maximum likelihood algorithm used to estimate its
parameter values. Results of a monte carlo study ap-
plying this new method to synthetic datasets are pre-
sented. The new method was also applied to real data
from a study concerning word (emotion) associations
in consumer behavior. Possibilities for future research
and applications are discussed.

Three-way, two-mode asymmetric binary data are often collected in the social sciences. In word
association data, perhaps the most common form of such data, individuals are presented a stimulus word
and are asked to specify, in some manner, other words which are evoked by or related to the word
presented. In a sense, such responses can be represented as &dquo;pick any&dquo; or &dquo;pick any/n&dquo; binary data
(Coombs, 1964) in that an individual’s responses can be coded 0 (a particular word is not evoked when
a given stimulus/word is presented) or I (a particular word is evoked when a given stimulus/word is
presented). Such responses may be characterized as 6 splck any&dquo; if there is completely free association
and the universe of evoked responses (words) is not restricted or provided a priori. Similarly, these
responses can be &dquo;pick any/n&dquo; when the complete or desired set of responses is restricted according to
a designated list.

For example, Green and Tull (1978) collected free association data (&dquo;pick any&dquo; data) for shampoo
benefits. They wished to examine the semantic associations elicited by various words or phrases related
to the central benefit of &dquo;body,&dquo; specifically whether the stimulus &dquo;body&dquo; (and other related terms)
tended to connote &dquo;fullness&dquo; as opposed to &dquo;rr~a~~~~~b~hty.99 In contrast, using the &dquo;pick any/M&dquo; format,
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Havlena (1985) explored the relationship between emotions and consumption experiences. In one part of
the study, each person was given the words for 28 emotions, one at a time; for each word, they were
to select any of the remaining 27 emotions that he/she thought were related.

The focus of this paper is the problem of modeling 66pg~~ any/M&dquo; data for cases where the presented
evoked stimuli/words come from the same list. Note that such binary &dquo;pick any/n&dquo; association data
collected over persons can be represented in a three-way, two-mode array (persons x words x words).
Each two-way matrix for each person is square, but asymmetric in general. That is, the evocation of
word B by the presentation of word A (A &horbar;> B) does not necessarily imply the reverse (B -~ A). Extending
this to a sociometric example. Person A may consider Person B as a friend, but the reverse may not hold.
Also, note that the main diagonal of each component two-way matrix is either undefined or set equal to
1 in all cases.

One way to deal with such three-way, two-mode binary data is to &dquo;collapse&dquo; or aggregate over
persons to form a two-way, one-mode matrix of counts of the number of persons in whom the presentation
of stimulus evoked stimulus j. The main diagonal elements are often set equal to the sample size. This
type of square matrix of integer counts would be appropriate for the use of procedures such as corre-
spondence analysis (Benzecri, 1969) and related procedures (see de Leeuw, 1973; Gifi, 1981a, 1981b;
~lishls~t&reg;9 1980); MDPREF or PREFMAP-Model 4 vector multidimensional scaling (MDS) preference models
&reg;119 1972); unfolding, using a program such as GENFOLD2 (DeS~°b~ ~ Rao, 1984, 1986); ASYMSCAL,
a MDS model which accommodates asymmetric proximities (Young, 1975), and other procedures accom-
modating the inherent asymmetry in such data. Unfortunately, such pooling across persons prevents the
detection of individual differences in responses. In addition, most two-way methods render solutions
which typically suffer from one or more types of rotational indeterminacy (e.g., nonsingular transfor-
mations, orthogonal transformations), causing interpretation difficulties.

Another way of accommodating the analysis of such three-way, two-mode binary data is to split the
into a set of two-way, one-mode binary matrices per person to perform a separate analysis
by person. Substantial work has been done in the area of spatially representing such two-way, one- or
two-mode binary choice data. Guttman’s (1944) scalogram analysis is a well-known procedure designed
to order both row and column items with respect to some underlying cumulative dimension. Coombs’
(1953) parallelogram technique is an early unidimensional scaling approach where the data, coded as s s
and Os, are perfectly scaled; after permutation with respect to that scale, each row (or column) of the
data table consists of a solid band of Is surrounded by Os. Unfortunately, these techniques were developed
for unidimensional scaling, and their extension to MDS uses is unclear.

Torgerson (1958) developed deterministic and stochastic methods to analyze such two-way binary
data spatially. Torgerson developed deterministic conjunctive and disjunctive models of choice and
corresponding spatial methods that operate on such binary choice data. Torgerson also generalized Thur-
stone’s (1929) method of similar reactions in obtaining a matrix of’ ’directed distances,’’ which is converted
into scalar products and then factor analyzed.

Nonmetric MDS methods (e.g., sh~l9 1964) estimate a joint space of row and column objects in
which, for the unusual case of binary input data, 7s would correspond to short distances between row
column object points while Os would correspond to long distances. Here, a massive number of &dquo;tles’9
would be encountered in the data, and it is not clear what effect this would have on resulting solutions.
Similar concerns are held for nonmetric factor analysis (~°~nsl~al & Shepard, 1974). Binary factor analysis
(Christoffersson, 1975; ~a~th~~9 1981) is a method which extends classical factor analysis to the analysis
of binary data. Zinnes Wolff (1977) developed a probabilistic multidimensional Thurstonian model
for spatially representing the structure in one-mode, two-way binary data using a threshold model; this
concept will be discussed below.

There also exist a number of interrelated MDS procedures which have purposely devised to
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accommodate the analysis of two-way binary data. Correspondence analysis (Benzecri, 1969, 1973a,
1973b) typically analyzes two-way, two-mode choice data in the form of a frequency matrix
(it can also handle the raw two-way binary data) and derives a joint space of row and column objects
based on an eigensiructure analysis of a normalized frequency matrix. (See Greenacre, 1984, and Lebart, 9
Morineau, & Warwick, 1984, for generalizations to multiple correspondence analysis.) Optimal scaling
approaches, such as dual scaling (~Tgsh~s~.t&reg;, 1980) and homogeneity analysis (de Leeuw, 1973; Gifi,
1981a, 1981b; Heiser, 1981) attempt to estimate a set of best-fitting continuous weights to discrete
categorical data values (many versions of these approaches have been shown to be equivalent to corre-
spondence analyses). ~~~a~~~y9 Levine (1979) has devised an eigenstructure-based technique to estimate a
joint space to represent 66p~~~-a~y~’ data. His scaling method represents persons as points whose coor-
are proportional to the centroids of the points representing their choices. Similarly, choice alter-
natives are as points whose coordinates are proportional to the centroids of the points rep-
resenting persons who have selected them (see Green & DeSarbo, 1980, and Holbrook, ~&reg;&reg;~~, ~ ~i~~~°,
1980, 1982, for applications of this method in marketing). Levine’s (1979) ’’&dquo;pick-any&dquo; methodology can
also be viewed as a special of correspondence analysis where a different type of normalization is
employed.

Takane (1983) presented an item response model which considers 66pic~ any/M&dquo; data as a special
type of successive categories data in which there are only two response categories. In an analysis of this
type, each (stimulus), rather each category of an item, may be represented as a point, and
persons are assumed to select (or not to select) the item according to its closeness to their respective ideal
points.

DeSarbo and Hoffman (1986) recently used a threshold concept to develop simple weighted
unfolding models for the analysis of 66p~~~~ ~~y/~99 binary choice data. In their model, an object is selected
by a person if that object falls within a threshold distance from the person’s ideal point. These authors
also provided the capability of restricting configurations to be functions of specified person and/or stimulus
background variables (~.~° demographics, psychographics, features, price, etc.).

The methods described above are designed to analyze two-way, one- or two-mode binary data (e.g., 9
two-mode for binary choice data one-mode for asymmetric binary proximities). Analyzing each slice
of the original three-way array individually by such methods may be computationally infeasible for a
large number of persons. It would also result in different configurations for different persons, which
creates a problem in comparing results across the sample. Obviously, there is no guarantee that the
dimensions will be the for each person, or that there will even be the same number of dimensions

per person. Finally, all of two-way methods suffer from various types of solution (rotation) inde-
ternflnacies which make interpretation difficult.

In this paper, the DeSarbo and Hoffman (1986) approach is generalized to the analysis of three-
way, two-mode 6 6p~~~ any/n&dquo; binary data. As far as is known, no appropriate procedure currently exists
to analyze such three-way, two-mode data. DeSarbo (1978) and DeSarbo and Carroll (1980, 1981, 1985)
used their three-way, metric unfolding procedure to analyze asymmetric proximities, but only where these
proximities are metric and not binary. Other three-way procedures for three-way, two-mode data, such
as INDSCAL (Carroll & Chang, 1970), IDIOSCAL (Carroll & Chang, 1972), Three Mode Scaling (Tucker,
1972), PARAFAC 2 (Harshman, 1972), MULTISCALE (Ramsay, 1977), PINDIS (Lingoes & Borg, 1978), and
ALSCAL (Takane, ~’&reg;~~~9 ~ de Leeuw, 1977), also assume symmetric and metric data (though ALSCAL
does provide for a nonmetric fitting of the INDSCAL model). CANDECOMP (Carroll & Chang, 1970), 9
PARAFAC (Harsh-man, 1970), DEDICOM (~~sh~~~9 1975), and SMACOF (de Leeuw & Heiser, 1980) are
procedures that can accommodate the asymmetry, but most are metric procedures. SMACOF accommodates
nonmetric analyses, but it is unclear how the Os and Is the resulting massive number of ties would
affect the solutions obtained.
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The Stochastic Three-Way Unfolding Model
for

Let: i 6yJ ° 9 ...9 S~ stimuli,
k = 1, ..., M persons, 9

~ ° ~ ~ ... T dimensions, 9

3’~;k - 
1 if presentation of stimulus i evokes stimulus j in person k,

°~ 10 otherwise,
w~ = the importance or salience of dimension t for person k,
x;, = the tth coordinate for the ith presented stimulus,
Zjt = the tth coordinate for ~h~ ~~h evoked stimulus, and
a~ = an additive constant for person k.

Now, define a latent unobservable response variable:

where

llijk = error - ~V(O~), ~~’ = jjwj, X = and Z - llzj,11 , such that yij,, = ~f ~ik ~ c,, or y,,~ - 0
if ~i,k > Ck, where Ck is some threshold value indexed by person. This formalization implies that presentation
of stimulus a will evoke stimulus j in person k if the coordinate location for stimulus is close enough
to the coordinate location for stimulus j. Thus, each stimulus, assuming the row and column elements
of Y = jjy~j) are the same, is represented by two sets of points. One set of points represents the presented
stimulus as a row element, and the other set of points represents the evoked stimulus as a column element.
This is how the asymmetry in Y is represented.

Thus, the stochastic three-way unfolding model for asymmetric binary data assumes that some
presented stimulus will tend to evoke a given response from a particular person if that response lies within
a tolerance distance from it in a multidimensional space. The model assumes a common space for all

persons, but allows for different dimension weights and threshold distances that vary across persons.
This model may be illustrated graphically by the hypothetical example shown in Figure 1. A and B

represent two row stimuli, while 1 and 2 represent two column stimuli. The two circular regions are for
Person I, while the two elliptical regions are for Person 11. Here, Person I weighs the two dimensions
equally with a relatively small tolerance region (i.e., short distance thresholds on both axes) represented
by the two circular areas around (row) stimuli A and B. By contrast, Person 11 adopts a generally larger
tolerance region (i.~. ~ larger distance thresholds) represented by the two elliptical areas around (row)
stimuli A and B, with greater importance assigned to the vertical dimension. For Person I, stimulus A
evokes (column) response but not 2, and stimulus B evokes 2 but not 1. By contrast, for Person 11,
stimulus A evokes only 9 but stimulus B evokes both 1 and 2. Hence, individual threshold differences
are represented by tolerance regions of varying sizes and shapes, while asymmetries are reflected by the
of two points (a stimulus and an evoked response) for object. In the special case
of symmetry, two points would coincide.

Thus, 9
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Figure I
A Hypothetical Example of the Threshold Concept

where (D(-) is the standard normal distribution function (as in a probit response model) and

with y, = ~1k &reg; cke ~

It is assumed that the observed values of yLJk are realizations of an independent binomial process
with probabilities given by Equations 3 and 5. This assumption is particularly appropriate for 6 bpy~~
any/M&dquo; data where selection or nonselection of any item has no structural effect concerning the selection
or nonselection of any &reg;~h~r(s~ Thus, assuming independence over all 9 ~ ~ and k subscripts, the likelihood
function can be formulated:

where
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Substitution in Equation 6 yields

Converting to logs, the expression becomes

The procedure attempts to estimate W, X, Z, y, and ar = (I~a;~~~9 given Y and T, in order to maximize
the log likelihood function in Equation 9.

At this point, it is important to distinguish this model structure from those proposed by DeSarbo
and Hoffman (1986) and Takane (1983), in that it can be thought of as a generalization of each of these
two alternative models. DeSarbo and Hoffman proposed a multidimensional unfolding threshold meth-
odology for the spatial representation of two-way binary data. They defined a ~~.~~~~9 unobservable
~ ~ ~~~~~g~~~~r ~ variable Dlj such that

where ~~’ is a stochastic error component and t, k, and j indicate dimensions, persons, and stimuli,
respectively. Equation 10 that person Fs latent for stimulus j, can be by
a weighted unfolding model (C &reg;ii9 1972) involving person k’ ideal point (.~k~)9 stimulus j’s coordinates
(z,,), the ~e~s&reg;~9 importance weights for each dimension ( w~P) and an additive constant (c~). e ~~ ~~J =
d/ (some individual threshold then a choice is for stimulus j, that Yk; _ ~ 1. IfD~ > d/ , 9
then no choice is made for s~i~~i~s j and yy = 0. Then,

where t

Similarly,

Assuming ~Lj = 0, then ck is an estimate of person k’s (negative) threshold value. The size of the negative
of the estimated additive constant is the magnitude of the choice threshold, indicating the sensitivity of
a person’ choice process.

The general form of the likelihood function here is

Assuming that y,, - binomial (1 ,p~) with independence across persons and stimuli, the process of person
i selecting stimulus j is an independent ‘6~&reg;~~ toss&dquo; with probability of choice given byp~.. DeSarbo and
Hoffman (1986) assumed that p1~~ has a logistic distribution function. Then
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and

so that their model can be as

This is a logistic function, where the proximity of a product to a respondent’ ideal point indicates some
of the magnitude of the probability of choice. Thus, the DeSarbo and Hoffman approach is a logit
type model which deals with two-way choice data.

Takane (1983) developed an item response model for the multidimensional analysis of unordered
categorical data, which typically arise in multiple-choice questionnaire surveys. Item categories and
persons are each represented ~~ ~ multidimensional Euclidean space. The probability of a particular person
a particular item category is modeled as a decreasing function of the distance between them.
Suppose ? group of persons have responded to a set of 1 each Ji ~~=19 ..., 1) response
(options). The persons may be classified by distinct response patterns which are indexed by
k. Define

and let f, the observed frequency of response pattern k. Takane (1983) assumed that persons
(corresponding to distinct response pattern) and item categories are both represented as points in a
multidimensional Euclidean space. The distance between response pattern k and option j of item is given
by

where ~ra is the coordinate of response ~~~~~~ ~ on dimension t and x¡(j)t is the coordinate of option j of
item on dimension t. Takane’s model states that

where Pki(i) is the probability the person with response pattern k chooses option j of item i. The model
postulates that option has &dquo;response strength,&dquo; exp(&horbar;~~)), which is a decreasing function of
<4~). A particular option is chosen with probability proportional to its response strength relative to those
of the other options within the same item. Takane (1983) developed a marginal maximum likelihood
estimation procedure using an Em algorithm. Like the DeSarbo and Hoffman (1986) model, the Takane
model is also restricted to two-way data and uses a logit-type model.

Program, Options

The model presented in Equation 2 can be viewed as a special type of DeSarbo’s (1978) and DeSarbo
and Carroll’s (1980, 1981, 1985) three-way unfolding model applied in a stochastic context (i.e., an
error term with a posited distribution) to binary data analysis. As such, there is some discussion in the
psychometric literature concerning the interpretation of W = llw,ll, especially when found to be negative
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(see Carroll, 1972; ~~S~rh&reg; ~ Carroll, 1985). There to be substantial controversy in the literature
over the desirability of constraining w,s in the two-way weighted (and general) unfolding model to be
positive. Carroll (1972) claimed that in the two-way weighted unfolding model, a negative w~ can have
a meaningful interpretation. Specifically, if w, is negative with respect to dimension t, the ideal point
for person k indicates the least preferred than the most preferred value, and the farther a stimulus
is along that dimension from the ideal point, the more highly preferred is that stimulus. Carroll argued
that such a minimally preferred value characterized many persons in the case of the temperature dimension
for tea (i.e., many persons liked hot and cold but not lukewarm tea). Other authors, such as 5~~~~v~s~~
and Shocker (1973) and Davison (1976), disputed the value of unconstrained analyses, claiming that the
existence of such negative weights may lead to unrealistic predictions for persons’ most preferred stimuli.
In the present methodology, the user has the option of estimating such weights freely or constraining
them to be non-negative.

Another option concerns the estimation ofo’~. It is clear that degrees of freedom are quickly depleted
if ~~~ ~ ~~ are to be estimated (together with W, X, Z, and y). Estimation options therefore exist to set
o’~= 1, for all i, j, k, or to estimate CF2 as a variance term which varies by person (for cases uihere y is
constrained to equal 0). The algorithm used to estimate these sets of parameters is described in the

Appendix.
The final option entails constraining in Equation 4 to be nonpositive. This additive constant can

be interpreted as a’ ’threshold coefficient’’ for each k. Assuming pij, = 0 in Equation 3 allows the following
expression:

Thus, yij, = 1 if the weighted distance between stimuli i and j for person k is less than &horbar; &dquo;y~. If the
w~s are constrained to be non-negative, then the ~~s should be =~0 because negative Euclidean distances
are impossible. Note that these threshold coefficients can be interpreted in terms of &dquo;iso-indicator&dquo; 9

contours which can be constructed around the je~s. In the simple case with Wk, = 1, for all k, t, circular

(two-dimensional) iso-indicator contours can be constructed around each xit with radius ’y~. Any adjective
j within this iso-indicator contour would be predicted to be evoked by the model when is presented. A
related option is where the user can set y = 0.

Monte Carlo Results

The estimation procedure was initially tested on a number of small synthetic datasets. In most cases,
the procedure recovered the known configurations with larger likelihood values than were produced with
the original parameters. However, in some cases, the algorithm produced 1&reg;c~.lly optimum solutions with
worse likelihood values and different parameter estimates; note the problem concerning the recovery of
W and y when estimating cr, given the scalar indeterminacy between ~~9 ~°&9 and ’y~. In order to investigate
this aspect in a more rigorous a~~~~e~9 ~ monte carlo analysis was undertaken in which seven independent
and model factors were experimentally manipulated. Table 1 presents the seven independent factors
and their levels and codes.

A fractional factorial design (assuming a main-effects-only model) was used to combine seven
factors into 12 trials, as shown in Table 2. This allows for the estimation of independent main effects
(interaction effects are assumed to be 0). The dependent measures used were (1) the simple matching
coefficient measuring data recoverability; (2) the average sums of squares between X and X; (3) the
average sums of squares between Z and Z; and (4) the average sums of squares between W and W.
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Table 1
Seven Factors in the Monte Carlo Analysis

Measures 2, 3, and 4 were calculated after the actual and estimated configurations were normalized and
permuted to congruence, according to the DeSarbo and Carroll (1985) procedure. The configurations for
each trial were generated randomly from a uniform distribution according to the experimental profile. Y
was created adding ~V(0,o~) error.

Table 3 presents the regression results of these monte carlo runs. The table shows that data recovery
using the simple matching coefficient is significantly higher for T = 3 and a CANDECOMP st The first
result may be due to the well-known instability of one-dimensional unfolding solutions. The second
finding underscores the need for a rational starting configuration and potential problems with local optima
with random starts. A surprising finding was that somewhat poorer recovery was associated with a larger
number of person slices. For the configuration recovery measures 2, 3, and 4, parameter recovery was
systematically affected to only a small degree. The T = 3 factor appeared to lead to slightly better Z
recovery. None of these regressions is significant. Note, h~~~~r~~9 the coefficient magnitudes for dependent

Table 2
27 Fractional Factorial Design
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Table3

Regression Results for Monte Carlo Analyses

*p I aI&reg;9 *~p < 00~~ ***p ~~ . 01

measure 4, where the larger coefficients for W recovery indicate that, overall, substantially worse average
sums of squares measures were encountered for these weight configurations. In many cases, this may
have been caused by th~ scalar indeterminacy of ~,~9 ’yk9 and %V1,~

Clearly, this is not a definitive monte carlo analysis. More factors and replications for each trial
would certainly have been desirable. Similarly, a full factorial design with 128 trials be more
revealing. The intention was to illustrate the data and parameter recovery of the procedure for a
simple experimental design.

An Uh.!!stratnOBn With Real Data

The and of Emotion

Researchers attempting to develop schemes for emotional classification description have, in
general, followed one of two major approaches. One approach is compositional, in that it views all
emotions as stemming from a relatively small number of basic emotional categories (~~~r~~9 1 872j ~~~d9
1977; Plutchik, 1980). The second approach, as pursued here, is decompositional and views emotions
in terms of continuous dimensions that are not themselves emotions, but that can be used to describe
them & Russell, 1974; Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957; Spencer, 1 855j ~~~dt.~ 1902).

Previous research on both paradigms has used MDS and other multivariate methods to examine
emotions. Work in the area of basic emotional categories tends to use empirical data to test these theoretical
models of emotion. For example, Conte (1975) used MDS to test Plutchik’s hypothesized emotion cir-
cumplex. in contrast, researchers examining emotions from the dimensional viewpoint have used factor
analytic methods to uncover basic dimensions through exploratory data reduction. For example. Smith
and ~~~s~r&reg;~°th used principal components and SINDSCAL to recover six dimensions from
18 items measuring emotional responses.

Study Description

The data are from a larger study of emotions in various consumption experiences (Havlena, 1985;
Havlena & Holbrook, 1985). Specifically, the responses of (a small subset of) 63 persons to 28 emotion
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descriptors (drawn from experience descriptions) were reanalyzed. For each descriptor, persons indicated
which of the other 27 were likely to occur simultaneously. The resulting proximity matrix
appears in Table 4, whose entries represent the number of times the row item led to a check of the column
item. Havlena (1985) and l~avler~~9 Holbrook, and Lehmann (1986) applied ALSCAL to a sy et~i~ed
version of this aggregate matrix and found two major dimensions: evaluation and activity. However, this
analysis ignored individual differences and assumed symmetry. Different findings have resulted if
these restrictive assumptions had been relaxed.

Analysis

A cluster analysis performed on simple matching coefficients (which, according to Everitt, 1980, is
the most commonly used similarity measure for binary data) calculated on Y for all 63 persons suggested
three clusters of respondents. For purposes of illustrating this method, the three persons closest to their
respective clusters’ centroids were selected for analysis.

The analysis was conducted with crj, = i non-negativity constraints on W and nonpositivity con-
straints on y for T = 1, 2, 3, and 4. Table 5 presents the statistical results for the one- to four-dimensional
solutions run for this dataset. The asymptotic x2 test of the difference of deviance statistics supports the
three-dimensional solution as the most parsimonious for this subsample. There appear to be small dif-
ferences in the corresponding simple matching coefficients (of Y and ~9 see Appendix) for these solutions,
although the largest jump occurs in going from two to three dimensions. Table 6 presents the simple
matching coefficient values by row and by column emotion. Table 6 depicts fairly consistent fitting over
all &dquo;dimensions&dquo; of the three-way array (Y). The associated matching coefficients for Persons 1,2, and
3 were .904, .862, and .776 respectively. Person 3 and emotion 11 (Excited) do not appear to be fit as
well by the model as are the other persons and emotions.

Table 7 presents the three-dimensional solution values for X, Z, ~l~ and ~9 as well as the plotting
code for each row and column emotion. The pattern of coordinates for the 28 emotions similar
for the same stimulus (X) and response (Z) emotions. This is reflected in the correlation matrix between
the coordinates of X and those of Z presented in Table 8. Here, f(X,,Zt) = .914, r°(~2 ~~z) _ . .868, and
~(~~3v~3) - .916.

Figure 2 presents the one-dimensional joint space representation for each of the three dimensions.
The first dimension (Figure 2a) appears to represent &dquo;contentedness&dquo; or &dquo;ple~s~r~9 (peacefulness and
satisfaction as opposed to sadness or anger), with emotions such as &dquo;sad&dquo;, &dquo;in p~~~9 9 ~ &dquo;disappointed&dquo;,
and &dquo;angry&dquo; loading on the positive end and emotions such as &dquo;p~~c~f~l&dquo; ~ ’relaxed’ ’ , ’ ’relieved’ ’ , and
&dquo;satisfied&dquo; loading on the negative end.

The second dimension (Figure 2b) appears to represent Osgood et al.’s (1957) &dquo;potency&dquo; or the
opposite of Mehrabian and Russe119 s ( 1974) &dquo;dominance&dquo;, with the positive end of the scale relatively
submissive (&dquo;relaxed&dquo;, &dquo;relieved&dquo;, &dquo;sad&dquo;) and the negative end more assertive (&dquo;enthusiastic&dquo;, &dquo;ex-

cited ’ ’ , ’ ’ energetic ’ ’ , ’ ’ exhilarated ’ ’ ) . The third dimension (Figure 2c) separates &dquo;peaceful&dquo;, &dquo;relaxed&dquo;,
&dquo;relieved&dquo;, &dquo;satisfied&dquo; from &dquo;anticipatory&dquo;, &dquo;energetic&dquo;, &dquo;fearful&dquo;, &dquo;excited&dquo;, &dquo;horrified&dquo; and there-
fore appears to represent &dquo;activation&dquo; or &dquo;arousal&dquo;. Taken together, these three dimensions show
reasonable consistency with both the Osgood et al. (1957) and Mehrabian and Russell (1974) frameworks.

In addition to the results presented paralleling the Mehrabian and Russell (1974) PAD (pleasure-
arousal-dominance) scheme and therefore possessing some face validity, the proposed model appears to
give a fairly coherent account of the asymmetric relations between presented and evoked emotion de-
scriptors. Figure 2 provides vivid representations of the asymmetries along each dimension. Generally,
when the same emotion fails to appear on the same pole of the same stimulus and response dimension,
asymmetric relations are present. For example: According to Figure 2a, &dquo;annoyed&dquo; ---> 66cryi~~~99 but
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Table 5

for the Data

3~6oga~~

’ ’ crying ’ ° + ’ ’ annoyed ° ’ ; according to Figure ~ P,9 y 6 6 ~~br ~lA.6rd 9 9 ~ 6 6,~H5&~g ~N$ll~ 9 ~ 9 K3’9.4 A. 6 6 ~AA~g ~AS9.Ah ~ 9 ~, 6 6 ~~-
cited&dquo;; and according to Figure 2c, &dquo;exbiiarated&dquo;&horbar;~-&dquo;absorbed&dquo;, but &dquo;absorbed&dquo; 4> &dquo;exhilarated&dquo;.

The three-dimensional joint space (not shown) could also be plotted to examine the proximity of the two
sets of while considering all dimensions simultaneously. Thus, the spatial representation of asym-

Table 6

Matching Coefficients by Row Column.
for Emotions Data
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Table 7
Row and Column Coordinates, Person Weights, Estimates of Sigma,

and Threshold Parameter Estimates for the
Three-Dimensional Solution for Emotions Data

metric binary relations facilitates what would otherwise be a difficult interpretive task of finding and
interpreting key asymmetries in the data.

The W matrix of weights presented in Table 7 represents individual differences among the three
persons. Person tends to weigh the third (&dquo;arousal&dquo;) dimension most heavily; Person 2 tends to weigh
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Table 8
Correlations of Stimulus (X)

and Emotion Positions

the second (&dquo;dominance&dquo;) dimension most heavily; and Person 3 tends to weigh the first (&dquo;pleasure&dquo;)
dimension most heavily. These differences probably reflect the fact that the three persons were chosen
for their tendency to represent three contrasting groups derived by means of the cluster analysis. (Note
that the individual joint space representations for these three persons could be recovered by multiplying
both the row (X) and column (Z) emotion coordinates by the square roots of their person weights.)

Finally, Table 9 illustrates the working of the model in terms of the threshold parameters and weighted
Euclidean distances. This table presents the fitted weighted distances, threshold coefficient, and fitted
and actual selection values for Person 2 when the emotion &dquo;satisfied&dquo; is presented. The model correctly
classifies the evocation of &dquo;peaceful&dquo; and &dquo;satisfied&dquo;. Another interesting facet of Table 9 concerns the
computed weighted distances of other emotions. For example, &dquo;relaxed&dquo;, &dquo;relieved&dquo;, and &dquo;pleased&dquo; 

°

are emotions relatively close to the presented &dquo;satisfied&dquo; coordinates, but whose distances are slightly
than the threshold value of .094. Clearly, these other three emotions are related to the bbs~tisfied9’ 

°

and 6 bpe~c~f~al’ emotions and should be close to them. Hence, the model captures both their closeness
and their failure to reach the elicitation threshold for this person. Emotions such as ‘6~~ p~~~&dquo; ~ &dquo;sad&dquo;,
&dquo;grief-stricken&dquo;, &dquo;frustrated&dquo;, and &dquo;crying&dquo; have the largest distances from &dquo;satisfied&dquo;. Such an

analysis could be performed for any of the 28 emotions for each of the three persons studied here.

Discussion

Other Applications

Clearly, this stochastic three-way unfolding model is not restricted merely to the investigation of
emotion associations. As mentioned earlier, such three-way, two-mode binary data occur in virtually all
word association contexts. For example, in marketing applications, this method could be used for the
investigation of the connotation of particular words in advertising copy (Green & Tull, 1978). It could
also facilitate the study of brand associations, such as those rendered by persons in comparing different
brands within the same product class (e.g., 66Ch~cl~ any of the following brands which are similar to

9’~. A sociometric application might involve the study of personal networks based on persons’
selections of friends from a designated list over time. Here, the ability to accommodate asymmetry is
required because Person A may consider Person B a friend in the absence of a reciprocal choice. From
an economic perspective, bbc&reg;~p~t~t~~e&dquo; data could be collected over time, in order to learn which other
firms are targeted as competitors by decision-makers at a given firm. For example, consider the soft drink
market. It is conceivable that one brand, say Sprite, may attempt to compete against another brand, say
Seven-Up, but that Seven-Up may attempt to compete against cola drinks (e.g., by positioning itself as
&dquo;The ~Jn~&reg;1~&dquo;). In short, there are clearly numerous potential applications involving this new method-
ology.
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Table 9
Predicted Values for Person 2 for &dquo;Satisfied&dquo; Emotion

With esh&reg;1~ Coefficient = .094

Further Research

There are a number of areas that require additional research. Perhaps the most pressing involves a
rigorous monte carlo analysis to investigate the appropriateness of the x2 test for nested models (in the
face of incidental parameters). Here, it is desirable to test whether the difference of deviance scores is
truly asymptotically distributed as X2 with the difference in degrees of freedom as the appropriate degrees
of freedom. This question could be addressed through simulations where, say, a large number of datasets
from known two-dimensional solutions are created and the resulting three-way data run in two and three
dimensions. The resulting difference in deviance scores can be tested (e.~., using a Q-Q our statistical
goodness-of-fit test) against a x2 distribution.

Other avenues of related research exist in extending the methodology into a number of useful
directions. One obvious extension would involve modifications of the algorithm to accommodate three-
mode binary data. This could either be in the form of choice data or asymmetric proximity-type data for
generally rectangular submatrices. Jedidi (1986) is currently investigating this extension, as well as

examining linear restrictions on parameters, &dquo;floating&dquo; ideal points (see DeSarbo, 1978), and a vector
model version (see DeSarbo, Keramidas, & Cho, 1986).
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Appendix
The Algorithm

Maximum likelihood methods are used to estimate the desired set of parameters to maximize R (or
~ninimize - R) in Equation 9. The method of conjugate gradients (F~etcbe~ ~ Reeves, 1964) is used to
solve this nonlinear, unconstrained optimization problem. The partial derivatives of R in Equation 9 with
respect to the various parameters are:

where 4)(-) represents the evaluation of the standard normal density at (-). In order to enforce optional
positivity constraints for w,, and/or negativity constraints for ~yn9 ~ a substituted variables approach (~~fi~9
l~urray9 ~ Wright, 1981) is used. For example, to enforce such constraints for w~,, bit Wk, is estimated
and derivatives are taken with respect to bkt~

For the sake of convenience, assume that the relevant parameters to be estimated are contained in
the vector 6 and that VB is the vector of partial derivatives for this set of parameters. The complete
conjugate gradient procedure for nain1nlizing - R can be summarized as follows:
1. Start with initial parameter estimates §; set the iteration counter (MIT) = 1 °
2. Set the first search direction S<1> = - V5(1).
3. Find 6<2> according to the relation

where ~t is the optimal step length in the direction ~~1>. The optimal step size is found by a quadratic
interpolation method. Set MIT = 2.

4. Calculate VB(m’T) and set

5. Compute the optimal step length u(mll) in the direction S~&dquo;B and find

6. If 8~~~~ is optimal, stop. Otherwise set Mrr = Mir + I and return to step 4 above (i.e., undertake
another iteration). A number of convergence tests are performed here to test whether additional
iterations are required. These involve standard tests for the length of the gradient, the number of
iterations, the amount of improvement in subsequent objective function values, and an examination
of the amount of change in the parameters from subsequent iterations.
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It has demonstrated empirically that conjugate gradient procedures can avoid the typical 66~~~1~~~99
often encountered with descent algorithms. In addition, they demonstrate valuable quadratic
termination properties (Himmelblau, 1972); that is, conjugate gradient procedures will typically find the
globally optimum solution for a quadratic function in n steps, where M is the number of parameters to be
solved.

This conjugate gradient method is particularly useful for optimizing functions of several parameters
(Rao, 1979), as it does not require the storage of any matrices (as is necessary in quasi-Newton and
second-derivative methods). However, as noted by Powell (1977), the rate of convergence of the algorithms
is linear only if the iterative procedure is &dquo;restarted&dquo; occasionally. Restarts have been implemented in
the algorithms automatically, depending upon successive improvement in the objective function.

Several goodness-of-fit measures are computed for this model:
1 a Sums of squares between Y P = j[p~;
2. A deviance measure (Nelder & Wedderbum, 1972):

where Pij, is the probability that presentation of stimulus to person k evokes stimulus j,
as expressed in Equation 3. Note that nested models can be theoretically tested as the difference
between respective deviance measures. This difference is asymptotically x2 distributed with the
in model of freedom (i.e., the effective number of independent parameters in the
estimated model) providing the appropriate ;<2 test degrees of freedom.

This test is appropriate in assessing dimensionality as well as the various optional model spec-
ifications because of the terms. However, recall that this is an asymptotic test. One obvious
problem with this test concerns incidental parameters in the likelihood function (i.e., parameters
whose order varies according to the order of Y, such as the ~s). According to Andersen (1980),
maximum likelihood estimators in such cases may not be consistent. This is particularly relevant in
the present case, where there are no replications. Takane (1983) also demonstrated this problem in
his item response model and had to use a marginal likelihood formulation (integrating over person
incidental parameters) in order for the asymptotic x2 properties to hold. He initially found that his
original model and estimation scheme to overestimate the true dimensionality. Because of
potential problems, other &dquo;goodness-of-fit&dquo; indices are introduced.

3. The simple matching coefficient (Sneath & Sokal, 1973) is calculated between the actual Y and the

predicted 11. This simple matching coefficient calculates the total number of 0 and matches and
divides it by the total number of matches and nonmatches. This is also calculated for each slice of
Y and Y, for each row, and for each column. °

Note that the model degrees of freedom are defined as the effective number of free model parameters.
This can be specified as

where

The 2T is subtracted because of the indetenninacy of the origin for the xus and ZjtS (origin shifts of
L = do not affect Euclidean distances) and the scalar indeterminacy associated with the weights (if
~a~p is multiplied by a constant nt and if .~8~~ ~;~ are divided by for all a j, the constant will ~~~~e~~ e
Finally, if o~ is estimated, then M - 1 free parameters will result, as long as one of the (fl kS can be set
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equal to 1 to set the overall scale. Equation A 10 must be when all individual parameters are
estimated, given the obvious scalar indeterminacy between W,, -y,, and <7~ (one of these must be constrained
to some constant because all three are not simultaneously estimable).
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